Criminal Law Firms Chilliwack
Criminal Law Firms Chilliwack - It is clearly essential that each one of our clients maintain their intellectual property and their rights
behind it. Our aim is to quickly and efficiently handle the misappropriation and misuse of the intellectual property that belongs to
our clients. We provide counsel in situations dealing with the leak of confidential information, trade secrets, copyrights, registered
designs, trademarks and patents. Additionally, we also handle the personality rights, anti-piracy matters, commercial disputes and
defamation using litigation.
Our office and lawyers are especially well-versed in patent problems, especially within the fields of mechanical, pharmaceutical
and telecommunication sectors. The several copyright violations from world wide web use, comprising software, music, artwork,
and television rights which we will work through fast so as to help you avoid further exploitation. Trademark and competition
matters are normally handled making use of litigation.
Our firm's knowledge concerning intellectual property fused with the skills of our well-seasoned litigation lawyers makes for a
formidable combination. Our clients can depend on us to act for them at all levels of the Canadian courts along with worldwide
tribunals.
Our company has many highly educated solicitors, and patent and trademark agents, who work closely along with our property
litigators. As a company, we have commercial knowledge within technology transactions. This makes certain we have an
additional set of skills which is helpful should a case get settled before going to trial. The support that we provide our clients is
creative, time-efficient, and above all, effective.
To be able to achieve and meet all of our client's objectives and goals, litigation are often not the only way utilized. We normally
choose alternative and cost effective and efficient ways in order to meet the needs of the client. The main goal is to be able to
reach our clients' goals as painlessly and quickly as possible.

